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ABSTRACT

This thesis entitled “Request Forms in Tharu and English” was an attempt to

find out the request forms in the Tharu language and compare and contrast

them with those of English. The researcher used both primary and secondary

sources of data. The sample population of the study consisted of 80 native

speakers of Tharu including educated and uneducated. Among 80 informants,

40 were educated and equal number of uneducated informants were there. The

researcher used stratified random sampling procedure to sample the population.

The interview schedule for uneducated and written questionnaire for educated

population were the research tools for the data collection. On the basis of the

collected data the analysis and interpretation were done descriptively and

comparatively with the help of tables, diagrams and illustrations. The finding

showed that Tharu native speakers were less polite than English native

speakers and the Tharu people used 57.77% direct requests.

This thesis contains four chapters viz. introduction, methodology, analysis and

interpretation, and finding and recommendations. The first chapter deals with

introduction which consists of general background, the English language in

Nepal, the languages of Nepal, the Tharu language, language functions, the

request forms of English sentences, importance of requesting in language, an

overview of pragmatics, different views on politeness, need and importance of

CA, review of the related literature, objectives of the study, significance of the

study and the definitions of the specific terms. The second chapters deals with

methodology, adopted for the study. It consists of sources of data, population

of the study, sampling procedure, tools for data collection and limitations of the

study. Similarly, the third chapter deals with the analysis and interpretation of

the data. It consists of request forms in the Tharu language with illustrations

and comparison of the request forms of the Tharu language with those of

English. The fourth chapter deals with the findings and recommendations.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Background

Language is the concrete act of speaking, writing or singing in a given

situation. It is the principle of signaling system or instrument of

communication used by humans for the transmission of information,

ideas etc. It can be viewed as an instrument of communication. It ensures

to produce new utterance which neither the speaker nor his hearers may

ever have made or have heard before any listener. It brings change in

human beings, family, society, nations and world. It also transmits

message, knowledge, experience, thoughts, desires, emotions and feelings

from one person to another and from one generation to another.

Sapir (1921, p. 8) defines, “Language is a purely human and non-

instinctive method of communicating ideas, emotions and desires by

means of voluntarily produced symbols”. Similarly, Chomsky (1957, p.

13) defines, “Language is a set (finite or infinite) of sentences, each finite

in length and constructed out of a finite set of elements.” In the same

way, Hall (1968, p.158) says that language is “the institution whereby

humans communicate and interact with each other by means of habitually

used oral – auditory arbitrary symbols.” Likewise, Wardhaugh (1942, p.

3) defines language as “a system of arbitrary vocal symbols used for

human communication.”

Language is the medium through which the religion, history, literature,

philosophy, politics, psychology and several other subjects are created

and transmitted to the upcoming generations. It has played a great role to

preserve the human civilization. It is common to all human beings. It is

such a unique possession that sets them apart from the rest of living
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beings. It is so essential form of communication among human beings

that it is difficult to think of the existence of society without language in

the world.

Language plays a great role in the life of human beings. It helps to make

aware, to enlighten and to convince the persons who are socially

backwards. Language also ensures to give guidance and counseling to

those persons who are socially humiliated. It can be viewed as an

instrument of communication. It serves to establish sound meaning

correlations so that messages can be sent by the exchange of overt

acoustic signals. It makes use of verbal elements such as sounds, words,

and phrases, which are arranged in certain ways to make sentence.

Language also refers to non-linguistic symbols such as expressive

gestures, signals of various kinds, traffic lights, road-signs, flags and so

on. It also refers to other codes, the deaf and dumb and Braille alphabets,

the symbols of mathematics and logic, etc.

Finally, language is a means of nourishing and developing culture and

establishing human relations.

1.1.1 The English Language in Nepal

English  developed in the middle ages in southern Ireland and south-west

Scotland in the 17th and 18th century in North America and Caribbean and

Northern Ireland in the 18th and 19th century in Australia and Africa.

Colonization patterns, demography and politics have also played a great

role to develop the English language according to the circumstances of

the different religions.

English is popular among the languages of the world, throughout history.

It is viewed as a family of varieties. It has an increasingly influential
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position in the world. According to Law (2006, p. 214), “Countries using

English as either a first or a second language are located on all six

inhabited continents, and the total population of these countries is about

49% of the world’s population.”

The English language fulfils a variety of roles worldwide. It can be

national language, official language, administrative language, language of

communication, second language or third language (or even fourth

language). It may be important as the language of commerce, education

and government.

English has rich vocabulary and literature. Most of the books, novels,

dramas, articles and fictions of the world are written in the English

language. It is taught and learnt as a foreign language in many countries

including Nepal. Most of the books of the world are translated in English.

Thus, it is inevitable source of knowledge for non-native speakers. It

means that principle of language is for international communication and

gateway to the world body of knowledge.

The development of the English language is closely connected with the

rise of the Prime Minister Jang Bahadur Rana. After visiting England, he

established Durbar High School in 1854 A.D. in order to give English

education to the children of Rana’s family only. It was the first school to

teach English in Nepal. After that, a number of schools and colleges were

established in the country after the establishment of the democracy in

1951 A.D. At present, it has occupied an important role in the education

system of Nepal. It is taught as a compulsory subject from grade one to

bachelor’s degree. We need English to link between outer world and

exchange ideas with foreigners in different areas. We need English for

two purposes viz. academic and communicative.
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1.1.2 The Languages of Nepal

Nepal is a multi-racial, multi-religious, multi-cultural and multi-lingual

country. Nepal is a small country although it has been very fertile for

languages. According to the Census Report of 2001, there are 60 different

ethnic communities and more than 90 languages spoken in the country.

Nepal also exhibits a remarkable wealth of cultures and languages. Thus,

this small nation possesses cultural diversity and linguistics plurality.

Most of the languages are found to have only the spoken form. Nepal is a

country where people of different castes, religions, and cultures speak

more than 90 languages. Apart from Nepali, which is the official

language of the country, a very few languages such as Maithili, Awadhi,

Bhojpuri, Newari, Limbu and Tibetan have their own scripts and written

literature. The languages enumerated in 2001 census belong to the four

language families, viz. Indo-European, Sino-Tibetan, Austo-Asiatic, and

Dravidian.

In Nepalese context, Indo-European family of languages mainly

comprises Indo-Aryan group of languages. These Indo-Aryan languages

are spoken by the majority of Nepal’s total population. The major Indo-

European languages spoken in Nepal are Nepali, Maithili, Tharu,

Rajbansi, Bhojpuri, etc. The Indo-Aryan languages spoken in Nepal are

mainly distributed from western to the eastern hills and the terai and also

the far western mountain though they are spoken with low density in

almost all the remaining parts of the country.

Another group of Nepal’s languages is Tibeto-Burman group, which

comes under Sino-Tibetan family. Though it is spoken by relatively lesser

number of people than the Indo-European family, it consists of the largest

number of languages, viz. about 75 languages. Mostly, the languages
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under this family are spoken by indigenous groups. Some of them are

Newar, Chepang, Magar, Tamang, Gurung, Sampang, Limbu etc.

The third language family is Austo-Asiatic language family. These

languages are spoken by groups of tribal people from the eastern terai.

Some major languages of this family are Mon-Khmer, Kharia, Munda,

Santhali.

Likewise, Dravidian language family includes two languages spoken in

Nepal i.e. Jhangar and Kishan. Jhangar is spoken on the province of

Koshi river in the eastern region of Nepal and Kishan is spoken in Jhapa

district.

According to Rai, V.S. (2005, p. 136), the languages of Nepal are

classified into three groups; first, the languages which have established

written traditions such as Nepali, Newari, Maithili, Limbu, Bhojpuri,

Awadhi, Tibetan; second, the languages which are as emerging tradition

of writing, e.g. Tharu, Tamang, Magar, Gurung and the Rai group of

languages; and the third, the languages which have no any script or

written literature for the purpose of imparting primary education of

minority languages including Sattar/Santhad, Danuwar, Chepang, Thami,

Majhi, Jhangadh, Dhimal, Darai, Kham, Kagate, Kaike, Kumal, Bote,

Byanshi and several languages of the Rai group.

1.1.3 The Tharu Language

The Tharu Language is one of the important languages spoken in the

Tharu communities of Nepal. It is one of the main languages spoken in

Nepal. There is a large number of native speakers of the Tharu language

in several districts of Nepal. The majority of the Tharu speakers are

actually found in Jhapa, Morang, Sunsari, Saptari, Siraha, Udaypur,
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Dhanusha, Mahotari, Rautahata, Bara, Parsa, Makwanpur, Chitwan,

Nawalparasi, Kapilbastu, Dang, Banke, Bardiya, Kanchanpur and Kailali.

According to Census Report 2001, the Tharu language is the fourth

largest language used in Nepal and spoken by 5.86 percent of the

Nepalese as their mother tongue.

The Tharu language is an Indo-European language spoken in the Terai

regions of Nepal, mainly in the Tharu community. It is a language of the

Indo-European family. Some linguists and scholars of Tharu view that

Tharu had its own script but in course of time, it disappeared being

dominated by other languages. Tharu had ‘Kaithi’ script (Chaudhary,

2064). At present, Tharus are not using their own script, they use

Devnagari script.

1.1.4 Dialects of the Tharu Language

There are mainly seven dialects of the Tharu language. They are

Morangia, Saptaria, Mahotaria, Chitwania, Dangoria and Dekhuria,

Katharia, and Rana.

1.1.4.1 Morangia Dialect

This dialect is spoken in Morang and Sunsari districts.

1.1.4.2 Saptaria Dialect

This dialect is spoken in Saptari, Siraha, Udaypur, Jhapa, Morang and

Sunsari districts.

1.1.4.3 Mahotaria Dialect

This dialect is spoken in Mahotari district.
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1.1.4.4 Chitwania Dialect

This dialect is spoken in Chitwan and Nawalparasi districts.

1.1.4.5 Dangoria and Deukhuria Dialect

This dialect is spoken in Dang, Kapilvastu, Bardiya, Banke, Surkhet,

Rupendehi, Kailali, and Kanchanpur districts.

1.1.4.6 Kathariya Dialect

This dialect is spoken in Kailali district.

1.1.4.7 Rana Dialect

This dialect is spoken in Kailali and Kanchanpur districts.

1.1.5 Language Functions

Language function refers to the purpose for which an utterance or a unit

of language is used. It can be broadly classified as grammatical and

communicative functions. Grammatical function deals with the

relationship that a constituent has with another constituent. The main

function of language is communicative function. Communicative function

of language refers to the communicative goal for which a language is

used in a community. Several forms may serve just function or several

functions can be realized just in one form. Different linguists classify

language functions differently. According to Aarts and Aarts (1986,

p.95), there are four types of language functions. They are as follows:

i) Statement function

ii) Question function

iii)Command function

iv) Exclamation function
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Likewise, according to Corder (1973, p.32), there are six categories of

language functions. They are as follows:

(i) Personal function

(ii) Directive function

(iii) Referential function

(iv) Phatic function

(v) Metalinguistic function

(vi) Imaginative function

Wilkins (1976,p.44) has mentioned six functions of language in his

notional syllabus under the categories of communicative function. They

are:

(i) Judgment and evaluation

(ii) Suasion

(iii) Argument

(iv) Rational enquiry and exposition

(v) Personal emotions

(vi) Emotional relations

According to Van Ek (1957, p.19), there are six categories of language

functions. They are as follows:

(i) Imparting and seeking factual information.

(ii) Expressing and finding out intellectual attitudes.

(iii) Expressing and finding out emotional attitudes.

(iv) Expressing and finding out moral attitudes.

(v) Getting things done.

(vi) Socializing.
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1.1.5.1 The Request Form of English Sentences

Request is a kind of language function. “Getting things done” is one of

categories of language functions. When we ask someone to do something,

we make request. It is a sign of politeness. It also symbolizes the norms

of culture and civilization of the society. It helps us to behave in ways

that are acceptable to our society. The aim of request form of language

function is to use language in an appropriate situation or to use different

requesting functions according to purpose. According to Oxford

Advanced Learners Dictionary (2000, p.1084), “Request is an act of

asking formally and politely.” The communicative function ‘request’ can

be expressed using several linguistic forms like imperative, declarative,

interrogative and moodless respectively. According to Matreyek (1983, p.

14), some linguistic forms that can be used to express requests in English

are follows:

a) V1 + obj …….., please.

b) V1 + obj. …….., will you ?

c) Can + you + V1 + …….. ?

d) Will + you + V1 + ……….?

e) Could you please ………?

f) Would you ……………?

g) Would you mind + v-ing ……….?

h) Do you think you could …………..?

i) I wonder if you could ……………?

j) I don’t suppose you could ………….., could you?

k) Do you think you could possibly ………….?

l) Base form of verb + obj …………….
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All these forms (different kinds of sentences) serve the same

communicative function ‘request’, i.e. asking people to do something.

But their uses are different according to the context and situations. They

are not only used according to the context or situations but also with what

type of people you are talking to. (a), (b), (c) and (d) are used for asking

friends while (e), (f), (g) and (h) are used for any one at normal situations.

But they are more polite respectively. Similarly, (i), (j) and (k) are used

formally to complete strangers, important guests, and when the situation

is extremely inconvenient for the listener. Finally, (l) is used formally in

classroom and informally in public speech. Such polite phrases/forms are

used when talking to someone we do not know or when we are asking a

friend to do something difficult or important. The main purpose of using

such expression is to make his/her language tactful, polite, gentle and

effective. The examples of such expressions which are more polite

respectively are given below:

a. Talk to him, O.K.?

b. Proof-read this for me, will you?

c. Please let me have that book when you are finished.

d. Can you help me with this?

e. Could you please turn down the radio a little?

f. May I open the window?

g. May I please have a glass of water?

h. May I ask you to mail this for me on your way to work?

i. Would you mind watching this for me a few minutes?

j. Would it be possible to type this letter before you go home?

k. If I can make a request, I’d like to hear some classical music.
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1.1.5.2 Importance of Requesting in Languages

Request is a polite form of asking something. It is a sign of politeness. It

differs from language to language, society to society and culture to

culture. It depends on sex, age, social class, ethnic group and culture. It

establishes civilization and culture of society. It serves interpersonal

functions. It introduces personality, social status, and educational

qualification of any person. It establishes the relationship of friendship,

and brotherhood from one person to another and one country to another.

Politeness is culture specific. It means polite in one society may be less

polite or utterly impolite in other society. For example, a husband in

Tharu society never addresses his wife with an honourable pronoun but

there is no pronoun distinction between husband and wife in English

society.

Thus, we can say that request depends upon social norms, rules and

regulations as well as cultural phenomena.

1.1.6 An Overview of Pragmatics

Pragmatics that was neglected in past has now been able to capture the

attention of linguists so much. It is growing everyday. It is no longer a rag

nag but a full fledged discipline which is considered to be indispensable

in understanding the language in general and communication in

particular. In 1938, Morris used the term pragmatics in his division of

semiotics into three branches of inquiry. But its importance was felt when

Chomsky (1965) incorporated semantic aspect in his theory of TG

grammar. According to Hymes (1972), a normal child does not only

require sentence as grammatical as appropriate. This presented a peculiar

relationship between content and use of language.
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Pragmatics studies the relationship between linguistic forms and the uses

of those forms. Language is used for communicative purpose. If the

communication is made considering the appropriate situation, it is very

effective and meaningful. It takes into account the context in which a

speaker hears, situation and topic are involved to understand the

language. Levinson (1983, p. 24) states, “Pragmatics is the study of the

ability of language users to pair the sentences with the contexts in which

they would be appropriate.” This definition clears pragmatics as a notion

of appropriateness. A good language user should have the ability to use

the language which is grammatically correct as well as contextually

appropriate.

According to Leech (1983) pragmatics as the particular resources which a

given language provides for conveying particular illocutions. He talks

about pragmatics as general pragmatics and socio-pragmatics. General

pragmatics is language specific whereas socio-pragmatics is culture

specific. General pragmatics studies meaning in relation to speech

situation but socio-pragmatics is the sociological interface of pragmatics.

Leech (1983, p. 10) states that in socio-pragmatics “the politeness

principle operates variably in different cultures or language communities,

in different social situations, among different social classes etc.”

So, we can say that politeness depends on the social situations and social

classes of the people. It is an essential factor to make a sound relationship

between speakers and hearers.

1.1.7 Different Views on Politeness

Different scholars have presented different views on politeness Grundy

(2006, p. 146) presents, “Politeness phenomena are one manifestation of

wider concept of etiquette or appropriate behaviour.” According to him,
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politeness affects the speaker differently because polite utterance encodes

the relationship between speaker and hearer.

Yule (2000, p. 60) states that politeness can be accomplished in situation

of social distance and closeness. He further accounts, “Showing

awareness for another person’s face when that other seems socially

distance is often described in terms of respect or difference showing

equivalent awareness when the other is socially close is often described in

terms of friendliness.”

Goody (1978, p. 108) says that the linguistic realizations of positive

politeness are in many respects, simply representative of the normal

linguistic behaviour between intimacy where interest and approval of

each other’s personality, presuppositions indicating shared wills and

shared knowledge.

Asher (1994, p. 3206) proposed that “in ordinary language use, politeness

refers to proper social conduct and tactful consideration of others.”

In expressing politeness, the anthropologist, Levinson (1983)

distinguished between positive politeness strategies (those which show

the closeness and intimacy between speaker and hearer) and negative

politeness strategies (those which indicate the social distance between

speaker and hearer).

These views clear that politeness is a social factor. It makes closeness

between speaker and hearer. It shows the social distance and closeness.

And it expresses the appropriate behaviour between the interlocutors.
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1.1.8 Need and Importance of Contrastive Analysis (CA)

There are more than 1000 languages spoken in the world. In course of

study about different languages, the tradition of comparison and contrast

appears between and among different languages. First attempt to compare

and contrast between and among different languages was done by Sir

William Jones in 1780 which was the birth of comparative philology. The

study of historical or genetic connection between languages in which two

languages are related means they develop from one and same language

and single source language .Later on it was realized that single source of

two or more languages do not indicate that their formal characteristics are

similar in all or most respects . So, CA was introduced in the late 1940s

and 1950s was highly popularized in the 1960s and its popularity

declined in the 1970s. The development of CA for foreign language

teaching can be traced back to the American linguist, Fries (1945, p.32)

who made the first clarion call for it. “The most effective materials are

those that are based upon a scientific description of the language to be

learned carefully compared with a parallel description of the native

language of the learner.”

According to James (1880, p. 3), “CA is a linguistic enterprise aimed at

producing inverted (i.e. contrastive, not comparative) two – valued

typologies (CA is always concerned with a particular of language), and

founded on the assumption that languages can be compared.” It is the

method of analyzing the structures of any two languages with a view to

estimate the differential aspects of their systems, irrespective of their

genetic affinity or level of development. Comparison of two languages
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becomes useful when it adequately describes the sound structure and

grammatical structure of two languages with comparative statements

giving due emphasis to the compatible items in the two systems.

As stated earlier, CA compares two or more languages in order to find out

the similarities and differences between them. It compares either two

languages (English and Tharu) i.e. inter-lingual or cross linguistic

comparison or two dialects (Western Nepali and Eastern Nepali) i.e.

intra-lingual comparison. What languages and dialects it compares may

be on phonological level, morphological level, syntactic level, and

discourse level and so on. This comparison enables us to identify the

similarities and differences between L1 and L2. Then, their similarities

and differences help us to predict the areas of ease and difficulty,

respectively in learning L2. CA, which is deeply rooted in the

behaviouristic and structuralist approaches of the day, claims that the

greater the differences, the greater the difficulty and the more instances of

errors will occur.

A second language is learnt by those who already speak another

language, that is why, they transfer the system of the L1 in learning L 2.

The transfer may be either positive or negative. The transfer may be

positive, if the past learning helps the present learning. This is called

facilitation. On the contrary, the transfer may be negative, if the past

learning interferes with or hinders the present learning. This is called

interference. The ease or difficulty in learning L2 depends on that it is

similar to L1 or not. If L1 is similar to L2, it will be easy to learn and there

will be less chances of committing errors. Conversely, if L1 is different

from L2, it will be difficult to learn and there will be more chances of

committing errors. CA, by specifying just which features the two

languages have in common and which they do not, can alert the teacher to
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what in the foreign language really needs to be taught. Similarly, CA is

helpful in identifying the areas of difficulties in learning and error in

performance, determining the areas which the learners have to learn with

greater emphasis and designing teaching and learning materials for those

particular areas that need more attention.

CA is important from pedagogical point of view. James (1980) points out

three traditional pedagogical applications of CA. According to him, CA

has application in predicting and diagnosing a proportion of the L2 errors

committed by learners with a common L1 and in the design of testing

instruments for such learners. As the learners are learning the language

and errors appear, the teachers can utilize their knowledge of the target

and native languages to understand the sources of errors. CA also helps

the teachers or the material writers to plan and grade teaching materials.

Syllabus markers can make use of the description of languages and

contrastive studies in grading the items to be taught from known to

unknown, similar to dissimilar, general rules to exceptions and from

universal to language specific items. In the areas of testing, CA mainly

deals with about what to test and how to test. If items are isomorphic

between L1 and L2 are assumed to be easy for the learner, they can be by

passed in the test. The fact is that it will be more informative for the tester

to test only the learning problems predicted by CA. Turning to the matter

of how to test, if a multiple choice type of objective item is being

constructed, a CA of L1 and L2 will suggest the types of distracters to use,

as Harris (1966, p. 39) says, “The most effective distracters in a test item

will be those which evoke first language responses from those subjects

who have not fully mastered the very different CA at discourse patterns

of the target language.” Likewise, CA at discourse level contributes to the

communicative teaching of languages by providing a mapping of the
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strategies employed by interlocutors in building discourse in different

linguistic and sociolinguistic settings and indicating how different

linguistic and structures in different languages are used and exploited in

order to develop specific functions in building discourse. Sthapit (1978,

p. 23) writes the roles of CA in L2 teaching in the following ways:

When we start learning an L2 our mind is no longer a clean slate.

Our knowledge of L1 has, as it were, stiffened our linguistically

flexible mind. The linguistic habits of L1, deeply rooted in our

mental and verbal activities do not allow us to learn freely the new

linguistic habits of L2. That is to say that the interference of the

habits of L1 is a key factor that accounts for the difficulties in

learning an L2. In other words, L1 interference stands as main

obstacle on our way to L2 learning. Learning an L2 is, therefore

essentially learning to overcome this obstacle. So any attempt to

teach an L2 should be preceded by an explanation of the nature of

possible influence of L1 behaviour in L2 behaviour. This is

precisely what CA does.

The theoretical foundations of CA, which have also been known as

“contrastive analysis hypotheses”, or “assumptions of contrastive

analysis”, were formulated in Lado’s ‘Linguistics across Cultures’(1957).

In this book Lado (1957, p. 1- 2) has provided three underlying

assumptions of CA, which have significant role in language teaching.
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a) Individuals tend to transfer the forms and meanings and the

distribution of forms and meanings of their native language and

culture to foreign language and culture, both productivity when

attempting to speak the language …… and respectively when

attempting to grasp and understand the language.

b) In the comparison between native and foreign languages lies the

key to ease or difficulty in foreign language learning.

c) The teacher who has made comparison of the foreign language

with the native language of the students will know better what the

real learning problems are and can better provide for teaching

them.

From the above discussion, it has become obvious that the theoretical

foundations of contrastive analysis (i.e. CA hypothesis) are based on the

propositions of behaviorist school of psychology and structural

linguistics. In fact, CA hypothesis has two facets: linguistic and

psychological.

Nepal is a multilingual country where L2 or FL teaching and learning is

inevitable. Thus, CA is helpful for teachers, linguists, textbook designers,

testing experts, and syllabus designers and so other. CA is one of the

various pedagogical aids for the teacher which helps him/her to add more

knowledge and to sharpen his/her knowledge so that the ability to detect

errors can be improved. Because of its highly significant scope in the area

of L2 teaching and learning, linguists are interested in the preparation of
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contrastive grammar because it is highly useful to L2 learners for a more

effective process of L2 teaching and learning.

1.2 Review of the Related Literature

Some research works have been carried out to compare some aspects of

English and the Tharu languages in the Department of English Education.

The related literature to the present study is given below.

Pandey (1997) carried out a research entitled “Apologies between English

and Nepali Languages: A Comparative Study.” He concluded that the

native English speakers were more apologetic compared to native Nepali

speakers. Similarly, Mahato (2001) carried out a research on “S-V

Agreement in the Tharu and English Languages” and he found that

second and third person pronouns do not change for honorific expressions

in English whereas they do in Tharu language spoken in Parsa district of

the Tharu language. Similarly, Chapagain (2002) carried out a research

entitled “Request Forms in the English and Nepali Languages: A

Comparative Study.” She concluded that the English people were found

to be more polite among all the relations compared to Nepali.

Khanal (2004) carried out a research work on “A Comparative Study on

the Forms of Address of the Tharu and English.” His research shows that

Tharu native speakers use a lot of number of addressing terms than the

English native speakers. English native speakers use the first name

frequently to address someone but it is so less in Tharu native speakers.

In the same way, Chaudhary (2005) conducted a research on

“Pronominals in the Tharu and English Languages.” He found that both

Tharu and English have more or less similar number of persons and differ

from each other in second person pronouns. He also found that English

pronouns do not have alternatives but the Tharu has alternatives.
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Katwal (2006) carried out a research on “English and Tharu Kinship

Terms.” He found on his study that English kinship terms are less in

number in comparison to Tharu kinship terms. Likewise, Chaudhary

(2008) conducted a research on “Verbal Affixation in Tharu and

English.” He found that Tharu has more number of verbal affixes in

comparison to English and they are more complex as well. In the same

way, Chaudhary (2008) carried out research on “Pluralization in the

Tharu and English Languages” and found that nouns are pluralized by

adding suffixes like -səb, sun and əur and written separately and pronouns

are also pluralized in the same way, verb has no plural form in the Tharu

language. Similarly, Yadava (2008) carried a research on “A

Comparative Study on Request Forms in the English and Maithili

Languages.” He found that Non-native English people were far more

polite than their Maithili native speakers. Tharu

No research has been carried out to compare request forms in English and

Tharu. So, the present study is different from the above reviewed studies

in terms of language and topic because the present study focuses on

‘request forms’ in the Tharu language.

1.3 Objectives of the Study

The main objectives of the study are as follows:

(i) to find out request forms in the Tharu language,

(ii) to compare and contrast request forms of Tharu with those of

English, and

(iii) to provide some pedagogical implications.
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1.4 Significance of the Study

There are some research works conducted on the Tharu language in the

Department of English Education but no attempt has been made to

compare the request forms of English Tharu. So, this work will be a

valuable for the Department itself. The study will be beneficial to all

those who are interested in the English and Tharu languages. It will be

equally important for the teachers who are teaching English as a foreign

language where there are Tharu native speakers. It will be beneficial to

the curriculum designers, linguists, teachers, students and textbook

writers.

1.5 Definitions of the Specific Terms

Some specific terms which are used in this study are defined as follows:

Request: This term refers to the statement that expresses politeness

explicitly.

Responses: They refer to all the answers of the questionnaires in the

given social settings.

Direct request: It deals with the responses in which polite terms are

used.

Indirect requests: These responses which are not in the form of

politeness but they express the requests to some extent.

Honorific: Politeness formulas in a particular language which may

specific affixes, words or sentence structure.

Non-requests: All the other responses are out of direct and indirect.

They are impolite responses which don’t express requests explicitly.
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Pedagogy: This term refers to science of teaching.

Socio-Pragmatics: This term refers to the proper use of form and

functions with appropriate meaning according to the context.
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CHAPTER TWO

METHODOLOGY

The researcher followed the following methodology to accomplish the

objectives.

2.1 Sources of Data

The researcher collected data from both primary and secondary sources.

2.1.1 Primary Sources

The researcher collected required data from the native speakers of the

Tharu language of Saptari and Siraha districts.

2.1.2 Secondary Sources

The secondary sources of this research were various books, dictionaries,

journals, articles and unpublished theses, e.g. Chomsky (1957), Van Ek

(1977), Matreyek (1983), Pandey (1997), Crystal (2003), Khanal (2004),

Chaudhary (2005), Kumar (2006), Levinson (1983), Chaudhary (2064),

Leech (1982), etc.

2.2 Population of the Study

The sample population of the study consisted of 80 Tharu native speakers

who are living at Saptari and Siraha districts.

2.3 Sampling Procedure

The total population was divided into two groups i.e. educated and

uneducated. Educated were those who have academic qualification above

S.L.C. level and those who are below S.L.C. level were considered as

uneducated population. Out of 80 people, forty were educated and equal
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number of uneducated people were selected. Likewise, among the 40,

there were 20 males and the equal number of the female informants. The

researcher used stratified random sampling procedure to sample the

population. The following table shows the respondents of the study:

Table No. 1

Population of the study

Detail Male Female Total

Educated 20 20 40

Uneducated 20 20 40

Grand Total 40 40 80

2.4 Tools for Data Collection

The main tools for the collection of data were the questionnaire and

interview schedule. The questionnaire was given to the educated

respondents and the interview schedule was used to elicit data from

uneducated people. The informants were supposed to act out different

relationship as friends, strangers, students/teachers/professors, relatives,

customers/shopkeepers, patients/doctors and neighbours. All the

respondents were from Saptari and Siraha districts. There were 28 items

of discourse altogether (See appendix I).

2.5 Process of Data Collection

After preparing the questionnaire and interview schedule, the researcher

visited the population, the Tharu native speakers of Saptari and Siraha

districts. He individually met the informants and established rapport with

them. He explained the purpose of the study. He conducted interview

with uneducated population according to the prepared interview schedule
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and wrote their responses in the sheets of interview questionnaire.

Educated population was handed over the sheets of questionnaire to

respond English or Nepali situations into their native or mother tongue

equivalence. He also explained the questionnaire, if necessary.

At last, the questionnaires were collected and analyzed using simple

statistical tools of average and percentage.

2.6 Limitations of the Study

The limitations of the study were as follows:

(i) This study was confined to the comparison between Tharu and

English request forms.

(ii) The study focused only on the request forms in Tharu language

with reference to English

(iii) The total population was confined only two groups viz: educated

and uneducated having 40 informants in each group.

(iv) The study was further limited to the analysis of the responses

obtained from the 80 respondents only.

(v) This study was based only on Saptaria dialect of the Tharu

language.
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CHAPTER THREE

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

This chapter deals with the analysis and interpretation of the data

obtained from the informants and secondary sources. All the responses of

Tharu speakers were tabulated on the basis of direct requests, indirect

requests and non-requests. As this study is comparative in nature, request

forms in Saptaria dialect of Tharu are listed, compared and contrasted

with those of English to find out whether these two languages have

equivalent request forms and the rules or not.

3.1 Request Forms in the Tharu Language

Request is the matter of respect. It was developed by “Bhotbarmeli and

Aagneya families” (Chapagain, 2002, p. 5). Before these families, there

was no existence of respect. The one reason which helped to develop

respect can be taken to royal family of Nepal.

In the Tharu language, the personal pronouns and their distinctions in

number and honorificity are given below:

Table No. 2

Request Forms in the Tharu Language

Persons
Number

Singular Plural

1st hәm hәm-sәb/sun

2nd Honorific

Non-Honorific

әpәne

әhâ

tu/to/tuhe

әpәne-sәb/sun

әhâ-sәb/sun

tu/to/huhe-sәb/sun

3rd u

i

u-sәb/sun

i-sәb/sun
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3.2 Total Forms of Request Given by the Tharu

Table No. 3

Total Responses used by Tharu Speakers

TSs

DR IdR Non-R

F % F % F %

1294 57.77 281 12.54 665 29.69

The above tables show that the native speakers of Tharu are less polite

than the English native speakers. Out of 2240 responses, the Tharu native

speakers used 57.77% direct request, 29.69% non-requests and 12.54%

indirect requests whereas English native speakers used 68% direct

requests, 24% non-request forms and 7.80% indirect requests. Some

examples from the Tharu language are:

1. kәnhik hәmәra mәdәt kәir denә. (S.No. 2)

(Please help me.)

2. kripya, hәmәra yi kitab aindiyәune. (S.No. 21)

(Please, bring me this book.)

In this way, the researcher found 12.54% indirect requests in the Tharu

language. In these responses, polite terms are not used but the forms of

sentences express requests indirectly. Some examples are:

3. hәu, hәmәr bari dәne pera nәi lәgya diyәu.

(I want you not to walk in my land.)

4. sәmәy kәihә detyәi tә?

(Is it all right to tell the time?)

In these above mentioned responses, the respondents expressed their

requests indirectly. They did not use polite terms here but the sentences
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expressed requests to some extent. So, these types of responses are

classified in indirect requests.

The other responses are categorized under non requests. Over 29%

responses were of these types in Tharu. For example:

5. kebar khol. (S.No. 3)

(Open the door.)

6. kәni hәmәra ek gila:s pain detә. (S.No. 26)

(Give me a glass of water.)

The respondents are not polite to respond the situation. An important

point is that the number of non-requests in Tharu is far greater than those

of the English language. It shows that native speakers of Tharu were seen

less polite than the native speakers of English while responding to the

situation. But in fact, it does not mean that Tharu people are not polite. It

has been found from the study that Tharu people expressed their requests

from their tone, facial expression and other tactics.

3.2.1 Total Forms of Request Found between Friends

Table No. 4

Total Responses Used by Friends

NSs S.No.
DR IdR Non-R

F % F % F %
Tharu 1, 2, 13, 19, 21, 26, 28, 23 384 60 32 5 224 35

In the cases of Tharu native speakers, more direct forms of request were

found. They used the least number of indirect requests. Out of 640

responses, 60% were direct requests, 35% were non-requests and 5%

were indirect requests. They used more direct requests to their friends.

Some examples are:
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1. kәnik әpәn kard diyәne. (S.No. 1)

(Please, give me your library card.)

2. kәni khat utha diyәnә. (S.No. 2)

(Please, lift the bed.)

Tharu people used more non-requests than indirect requests and less than

direct requests. Some examples are:

3. kәni to âpәn kard de tә ? (S.No. 1)

(Give me your card.)

4. kәni khat utha detә. (S.No. 2)

(Lift the bed.)

5. hәmәra ek gilas pain detә. (S.No. 26)

(Give me a glass of water.)

6. әi sika čurot nәipiyәi tә. (S.No. 28)

(Don’t smoke cigarette here.)

The total requests used by Tharu informants in the relationship of friends

are as follows:
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Table No. 5

Request Forms in the Friend-Friend Relationship

S.N. DR by TSs F %

1. …………… kard diyau. 85 13.28

2. kәnhik/ekrәti ………. Kha:t utha diyәutә. 45 7.03

3. yәu kәnhik/ekrәti ………… pain diyәtә. 71 11.09

4. yәu ………….. tiket kәtabunә. 5 0.78

5. …………….. diyә. 5 0.78

6. hәu ………………… pain dyatә. 24 3.75

7. vaiji ekrәti …………. lawәnә. 8 1.25

8. Kәnhik ……………. piya:bunә. 14 2.18

9. âhake …………… se likhәb. 16 2.5

10. kirpyā …………………. 20 8.12

11. heyәu …………….. mәðәt kәrunә/diyәu tә. 12 1.88

12. ……………….. pen diyau ki. 11 1.71

13. yәu …………diyaunә. 43 6.71

14. kirpya  …………….. sәhyog kәru. 25 3.90

IdR by TSs

15. kәnhikәra ………… dәile sәkaičiyai? 14 2.18

16. kәnhikәra …………. piyaithi? 3 0.48

17. ……………… nәi pithi se nik rәhәtәi. 7 1.09

18. ……………… pain laib del jau. 3 0.48

19. әpәne ………….. nәi piu/piyәl jau. 5 0.78

From the above table, it was found that the Tharu people used following

words as direct requests. They are ekrәti/kәnhik, yәu, hәu, әhake, etc. at

the beginning of the sentences and diyәu, diyәtә, likhәb, diyәu ki, kәru

etc. as the forms of verb.
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In the same way, dәile sәkәi čiyәi, diyә, piyaithi, se nik rәhәtai, del jau,

piyәl jau etc. were used in indirect requests as the forms of the verb. It

proved that there were some words (above the table) which functioned as

politeness.

3.2.2 Total Forms of Request Found between Strangers

Table No. 6

Total Responses Used by Strangers

NSs S.No.
DR IdR Non-R

F % F % F %

Tharu 7, 10, 12, 15, 25 228 57 56 14 116 29

The table given above shows that a stranger speaking to another was

found to be more polite than a friend speaking to another friend in the

Tharu language. There were 400 responses between strangers. Out of

those, 57% were direct requests, 14% were indirect requests and 29%

were non-requests. Some examples of direct requests are given below:

1. yәu, ai dinse әibate nәi lәru. (S.No. 7)

(Hello, don’t walk in this way.)

2. kripya kәnhik sәmәyә kәih denә. (S.No. 10)

(Please, tell me time.)

3. kәnhik khirki kholutә. (S.No. 12)

(Please, open the window.)

4. kәnhikәra uthya diyәn. (S.No. 15)

(Please, give me your hand.)

5. hәyәu ! kәnhikәra hәmәro cycle se lene čәlu nә. (S.No. 25)

(Excuse me! Please lift me.)
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Tharu people used less indirect forms of request in comparison to direct

requests. They used more requests with strangers in comparison of

friends. Some examples are as follows:

6. hәu hәmәr bari ðәne pera nәi lәgә ðiyәu. (S.No. 7)

(Excuse me! I want you not to walk in this way.)

7. Sәmәyә kәihә detiyai tә? (S.No. 10)

(Do you tell me the time?)

The total requests used by Tharu language speakers in the relationship

between strangers are given below:

Table No. 7

List of Total Request Forms in the Relationship of Strangers

S.N. DR by TSs F %

1. yәha kәnhikәra …………… diyәunә/kholunә. 70 17.5

2. ……………… ðiyәu/ðiyә. 50 12.5

3. kripya ………………. 36 9

4. ……………… diyәne. 18 3.25

5. ……………. sәhyog kair denә. 16 4

6. …………… kәir denә. 20 5

7. he yәu …………………. lene čәlunә. 10 2.5

8. ………………… lya jebәi/čalune. 8 2

9. ………………. velәi hәu? 5 1.25

IdR by TSs

10. hәu kәnhik …………………. dәhәknә 18 4.5

11. …………………… kholal jya/jai. 15 3.75

12. ……………………. Khoil sәkәičiyәi. 5 1.25

13. …………………… khoil detyәi 12 3

14. …………………… dhәrm hetyәi 2 0.5

15. ………………… nәi lәryo. 4 1
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From above table, the researcher found that the Tharu language speakers

used a few terms of indirect requests while they were speaking with

strangers. It views that Tharu language speakers are not rich in their

indirect forms of request.

3.2.3 Total Forms of Requests Found between Students and

Teachers

Table No. 8

Total Responses Used by Teachers and Students

N

Ss
S.No.

DR IdR Non-R

F % F % F %

Tharu 8, 9, 14 144 60 42 17.5 54 22.5

There has always been a very cordial relationship between a teacher and

students in this part of the world. Students are found to be more polite to

their teachers.

The above table states that the Tharu language speakers responded 60%

direct requests, 22.5% non-requests and 17.5% indirect requests out of

the two hundred and forty responses. Some responses of direct requests

are as follows:

1. hәmәr sodhpatra sәčyadiyә. (S.No. 14)

(Please, correct my thesis.)

2. әhâ lekhә dyake sәhyog kәir diyә. (S.No. 9)

(Kindly, help me giving your article.)

3. kripya hәmәr sodhpatra sәčyadiyәu. (S.No. 14)

(Please, correct my thesis.)
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4. hәmәr sodhpәtrә sәčyadәike lagi әnurodh kәrәiči. (S.No. 14)

(I request you to correct my thesis.)

5. әhâse ELT pәtrika čhәpaile sәhyog mangәiči. (S.No. 9)

(I request you to publish ELT journal.)

However, Tharu people used the least number of indirect forms of

requests in comparison to direct requests. Some examples of indirect

forms of requests are as follows:

6. guruji, ELT pәtrika čhәpaile sәhyog kyadel jau. (S.No. 9)

(Guruji, help to publish ELT journal.)

7. hәmәr thesis sәčya detyәi tә әhâke әvari hetiyәi. (S.No. 14)

(I’ll be grateful to you if you check my first draft of thesis.)

8. hәmәr sodhpәtrә sәčyadel jaunә. (S.No. 14)

(Sir/Madam, check my thesis.)

The students and teachers used the least number of non-request forms on

the comparison of other Tharu responses (friends to friends, and strangers

to strangers). Some examples are as follows:

9. Sir, ELT pәtrikame sәhyog kәir de. (S.No. 9)

(Sir, help me to publish ELT journal.)

10. Sir, hәmәr sodhpәtrә dekhdәhәi. (S.No. 14)

(Sir, correct my thesis.)

11. master saheb, kәnhikәra sәhyog kәir detә. (S.No. 9)

(Sir, help me.)
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Table No. 9

List of Total Request Forms in the Context of Student-Teacher

Relationship

S.N. DR by TSs F %

1. ………………………. sәčyadiyә. 48 12.5

2. ………………………..sәhyog kәir diyәu. 18 5

3. ……………………….. әnurodh kәrәiči. 9 6.25

4. ……………………….. sәhyog mәngәiči. 12 3.75

5. ………………………. diyәu. 24 13.75

6. ………………………. diyәune. 9 3.75

7. ………………………. diyә. 12 7.5

8. kripya …………………… 9 3.75

9. ……………………… diyәunә. 3 3.75

IdR by TSs

10. ……………………… sәhyog kyadel jau. 14 8.75

11. ……………………… әvari hetyәi. 10 3.75

12. ……………………… del jaunә. 7 2.5

13. ………………………. detyәi tә kehen hetyәi. 11 2.5

The research shows that Tharu language speakers used 60% direct

requests and 17.5% indirect requests in the relation to student and

teacher.

3.2.4 Total Forms of Request Found Between Relatives

Table No. 10

Total Responses used by Relatives

NSs S.No.
DR IdR Non-R

F % F % F %

Tharu 3, 5, 17, 27, 18 210 52.5 55 13.75 135 33.75
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The above table indicates that the Tharu language speakers used 52.5%

direct requests, 33.75% non-requests and 13.75% indirect requests out of

four hundred. They show their request by tone, facial expressions and

other activities while expressing to their relatives. Some examples of

direct requests are as follows:

1. mәinya kәnhik kebar khoildenә. (S.No. 3)

(Mum, Please open the door.)

2. babu hәmәra bәzarse sәman laib diә. (S.NO. 5)

(Please, help me to bring goods from the market.)

3. babu hәmәra filim dekhaile jaile denә. (S.No. 17)

(Let me watch the movie.)

4. la: kaki, hәm paidh daičiyau. (S.No. 27)

(Exceuse me, aunt, I’ll read the news for you.)

In the same way, it was found that Tharu people were less polite and use

less indirect request while they were speaking to their relatives. It

depended on their tones, gestures, activities. Some examples of indirect

requests are as below:

5. hәtiya jyake sәman antyәi tә kehen hetәi? (S.No. 5)

(How will it be if you bring goods from the market?)

6. mәinya! Kebar kәnhikәra khoil detyәi tә? (S.No. 3)

(Is it all right to open the door, mum?)

7. kaki, hәm patrika pәidhә dya sәkaičiyәi. (S.No. 27)

(Can I read the newspaper to you.)

On the other hand, out of 320 responses, 33.75% were categorized in

non-requests. They were very informal while responding to the situations

with their parents. Some examples of non-requests used by Tharu people

are as follows:
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8. mәinya gәi kebar khoildene. (S.No. 3)

(Open the door, mother.)

9. tu bәzaar se sәman laib denә. (S.No. 5)

(Bring the goods from the market.)

10. babu, hәm sinema dekhәile jaičiyәu. (S.No. 17)

(I am going to watch the movie.)

Table No. 11

List of Total Request Forms in the Context of Relatives

S.N. DR by TSs F %

1. mәinya ……………….. khoil denә. 50 12.5

2. ……………………….. laib diyә. 42 10.5

3. ……………………….. dәičiyau. 25 6.25

4. ……………………….. laib debai. 26 6.5

5. ……………………….. diyәu. 25 6.25

6. ……………………… ain dihә. 20 5

7. ……………………… laib dәhәi. 22 5.5

IdR by TSs

8. ……………………… antyәi tә kehen hetyai. 10 2.5

9. ……………………… khoil detyәi tә. 15 3.75

10. ……………………… dya sәkaičiyai. 30 7.5

From the above table, it shows that Tharu language speakers used only

least number of indirect requests. It is culture specific that Tharu people

did not show requests to their parents.
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3.2.5 Total Forms of Request Found Between Customers and

Shopkeepers

Table No. 12

Total Responses used by Customers and Shopkeepers

NSs S.No.
DR IdR Non-R

F % F % F %

Tharu 4, 11, 24 132 55 48 20 60 25

From the above table, it was found that the majority of Tharu informants

responded the situation very politely. They used more direct forms of

requests than indirect requests. Fifty five percent responses in Tharu were

direct requests. Some examples of direct requests are as follows:

1. kәnhik sәmәyә ke lel sәman raikhә diyәu. (S.No. 4)

(Please, keep the goods for sometimes.)

2. kripya, hәmәra yi kitab aindiyәune. (S.No. 28)

(Please, bring me this book.)

3. Freez ghәrtәk pugaike lagi hәmәra sәhyog kәru. (S.No. 11)

(Help me to deliver refrigerator at home.)

Out of 240 responses, 20% were indirect requests which expressed

politeness indirectly in Tharu language. Some examples are as follows:

4. hәmәr sәmansәb dekhdebәi tә hәmәra kučh hәlka mәhsus hetyәi.

(If you watch my goods, I will feel easy.)

5. yi friz ghәrtәik pugya detyәi tә nik hetyәi? (S.No. 11)

(Is it ok if you deliver this refrigerator to home?)

6. yi kitab mәngya del jau? (S.No. 24)

(Is it possible to bring me this book?)
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Twenty-five percent of responses in Tharu were categorized in non-

requests. They did not express politeness. Some examples are given

below:

7. әur sәman nikse raikh dәhәi. (S.No. 4)

(keep some goods safely.)

8. yi friz ghәrtәik pugyade. (S.No. 11)

(Deliver this refrigerator to home.)

9. hәmәr lel yi kitab ainde. (S.No. 24)

(Bring this book for me.)

Table No. 13

List of Total Request Forms in the Relationship of Customers and

Shopkeepers

S.N. DR by TSs F %

1. kәnhik …………………. diyәu. 36 15

2. …………………………. diyәune. 24 10

3. ………………………… sәhyog kәru 12 5

4. ………………………… diyәunә. 18 7.5

5. ………………………… diyәu tә. 6 2.5

6. ………………………… diә. 6 2.5

7. ………………………… denә. 9 3.75

8. kripya ………………… laibdebәi. 18 7.5

9. ……………………….. kәir diyәne. 3 1.25

IdR by TSs

10. ……………………. detyәi tә nik hetyәi. 9 3.75

11. …………………..... deljau? 18 7.5

12. ……………………. Sәkәičiyәi? 12 5

13. ……………………. deljao ki? 9 3.75

It has been found that Tharu people used more direct request and less

indirect request in the relationship of customers and shopkeepers.
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3.2.6 Total Forms of Request Found Between Patients and Doctors

Table No. 14

Total Forms of Request Found Between Patients and Doctors

NSs S.No.
DR IdR Non-R

F % F % F %

Tharu 20 52 65 12 15 16 20

The above table shows that Tharu people used 65% direct requests out of

eighty responses. They used more polite responses in the relationship of

patients and doctors. Some examples of them are as follows:

1. dāktәr sāheb! hәmәra upčar kәir diә. (S.No. 20)

(Please, check my health.)

2. kripya nikse upčār  kәirdiyәu. (S.No. 20)

(Please check me.)

In the same way, Tharu people used less indirect forms of requests in

relationship of patient and doctor. Only 15% of responses were used as

indirect requests by Tharu speakers. They used indirect requests

differently to the doctor. Some examples are given below:

3. әpәne upča:r kyal deljai. (S.No. 20)

(Is it possible to check my health?)

4. hәmәra upčar kәirdetyәi tә әpәneke gun kәihiyone bisrәtyәi.

(I’ll remember forever if you check my health.)

On the other hand, there were 20% responses under non-requests. These

responses did not show requests. Some examples are as follows:

5. hәmәrә jaič de. (S.No. 20)

(Check my health.)
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6. hәmәr bira:mi thik kәir de tә. (S.No. 20)

(Check my health.)

The total requests provided by Tharu speakers in the relationship of

doctors and patients are as follows:

Table No. 15

Total Request Forms in the Relationship of Patients and Doctors

S.N. DR by TSs F %

1. daktәr saheb………………. kәir diә. 12 15

2. kripya …………………… kәir diyәu. 9 11.25

3. bәidhyji …………………… 8 10

4. …………………………. diyәune. 10 12

5. …………………………. diyәunә. 6 7.5

6. …………………………. diyәnә. 7 8.75

IdR by TSs

7. әpәne …………………… kyal deljai/rәtyәi 5 6.25

8. ………………………….. deljau. 4 5

9. ………………………….. hetyәi. 3 3.75

From the table above, it was found that most of the responses were polite

in the Tharu language. Majority of the Tharu respondents used direct

requests while responding to the situations with the doctors.

3.2.7 Total Request Forms Found in the Relationship of

Neighbours

Table No. 16

Total Responses Used by Neighbours

NSs S.No.
DR IdR Non-R

F % F % F %

Tharu 6, 16, 22 144 60 36 15 60 25
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The table given above indicates that sixty percent of responses were

expressed in the form of direct requests by Tharu language speakers.

They used very polite terms in their responses. Some examples of them

are as follows:

1. әisiki khәsәut nәi fekәi ki? (S.No. 6)

(Please, don’t throw the garbage here.)

2. kripya, hәmәra kuch rupәiya sәhyog kair diyau.

(Please, help me with some money.)

3. әha әpәn jәgga dyake sәhyog kәrune. (S.No. 22)

(Please, help me to use your land.)

There were 15% of responses categorized in indirect requests by Tharu

speakers. Tharu people used 15% indirect form of requests in the

relationship of neighbours. Some of the examples are as follows:

4. әi sika khәsәut nәi fektyәi tә kehen hetyәi? (S.No. 6)

(How will it be if you don’t throw the garbage here?)

5. kәnhik pәisa debәitә tәklip nәine? (S.No. 16)

(Do you mind giving me some money?)

6. әhake jәmin prәyog kәrlase kono tәklip nәine hyat? (S.No. 22)

(Would you mind if I use your land?)

On the other hand, there were some other responses used in these

situations. They were impolite. They did not express requests. So, these

responses were recorded under non-requests category. Some examples

are given below:

7. rәi čhora! әithna khәsәut nәi fekәi. (S.No. 6)

(Hey boy! Don’t throw the garbage here.)
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8. hәmәra rupәiya dene. (S.No. 16)

(Give me money.)

9. tuhe әpәn jәmin prәyog kәre debhi? (S.No. 22)

(Can I use your land?)

The total requests used by Tharu speakers in the relationship with their

neighbours are as follows:

Table No. 17

Total Request Forms in the Relationship of Neighbours

S.N. DR by TLSs F %

1. ……………………………… nәi fekәi ki? 30 12.5

2. …………………………… sәhyog kәir diyәu. 18 7.5

3. ………………………….. kәrune. 15 6.25

4. ………………………… agrәh kәrәči. 12 5

5. ………………………… diyәu. 21 8.75

6. ………………………… diyә/kәre diә. 18 7.5

7. kripya……………………….. 15 6.25

8. ……………………….. diyәne. 9 3.75

9. ……………………….. debәi. 6 2.5

IdR by TLSs

10. …………………….. tә kehen hetyәi? 12 5

11. ……………………. tә tәklip nәine? 4 1.67

12. ……………………. Kono tәklip nәine hyat? 2 0.83

13. ……………………. dya sәkәi čiyәi? 15 6.25

14. …………………… sәhyog kәre pәrtәi. 3 1.25

From the above table, it shows that Tharu speakers used more direct form

of requests than indirect form of requests.
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3.3 Total Request Forms of the Native Speakers of Tharu in the

Item-wise Relationship

Table No. 18

Total Request Forms Used by Tharu Native Speakers in Item-Wise

Relationship

TLSs DR IdR Non-R

F % F % F %

Friends/friends 384 17.14 32 1.42 224 10

Strangers/strangers 228 10.17 56 2.5 116 5.17

Students/teachers 144 6.42 42 1.87 54 2.41

Relatives 210 9.37 55 2.45 135 6.02

Customers/shopkeepers 132 5.89 48 2.14 60 2.67

Patients/doctors 52 2.32 12 0.53 16 0.71

Neighbours/neighbours 144 6.42 36 1.6 60 2.67

Total 1294 57.77 281 12.54 665 29.69

From the table given above, majority of the Tharu informants used more

direct forms of requests. Out of 2240 total responses, 57.77 % were direct

requests and  12.54 % were indirect requests while responding to the

situations. According to the table, they used  29.69 % non-request forms.

3.4 Total Request Forms of Educated and Uneducated Tharu

Speakers

Table No. 19

Total Request Forms of Educated and Uneducated Tharu Speakers

TSs DR IdR Non-R

F % F % F %

Educated 700 62.5 168 15 252 22.5

Uneducated 616 55 28 2.5 476 42.5

Total
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From the table given above, it shows that the Tharu educated speakers

used 62.5% direct requests and 15% indirect requests whereas the Tharu

uneducated speakers used 55% direct requests and 2.5% indirect requests

out of 1120. So, the educated Tharu speakers used more direct requests

and indirect requests than the uneducated Tharu speakers. The

uneducated Tharu speakers used 42.5% non-request forms whereas the

educated Tharu speakers used 22.5 % non- request forms.

It was found that the educated Tharu speakers used more request forms

than the uneducated Tharu speakers.

3.5 Comparison between the Request Forms of Tharu and those

of English

During this study, the researcher did not find any request forms of written

book in Tharu. Only the data collected from 80 native speakers of Tharu

were the sole source of request regarding the Tharu. The researcher used

request forms of English from the book “Communicating in English”

written by W. Matreyek in 1983. In this sub unit, the researcher has

compared the request forms of the Tharu language with those of English.

All the request forms of language on the basis of two different criteria

viz. direct request and indirect request are separately compared as below:

3.5.1 Comparison of Direct Request

Both the Tharu and English languages have request forms which are

compared with those of English and similarities and differences are found

as below:
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Table No. 20

Comparison of Direct Requst

DR by TNLSs DR by ENLSs

1. әhāke pense likhәb? 1.  Can I write with your pen?

2.  kripya әhā apәn libr әri kard

diyәn.

2.  Please, give me your library

card.

3.  ek gilas hәmәra pain laib diyәu,

ki?

3.  Bring me a glass of water, will

you?

4.  yәu, khirki khoil diyә. 4.  Hello, please open the window.

5.  kәnhik/ekrәti uthya diyәn. 5.  Please, lift me.

6.  kripya ethna khәsәut nәi kәir

diyәu.

6.  Please, don’t throw the garbage

here.

Both the Tharu and English languages have request forms but they are

different in their forms and structures. In English, at the beginning of the

sentences, they used please, + v1 …………., can I + v1 ……..?, v1 +

……… please, etc. In the same way, Tharu people used kripya,

kәnhikәra, yәu etc. at the beginning of the sentence. So, please in English

and kripya or kәnhikәra in Tharu are used as request forms according to

their own sentence structures. Thus, please and kripyā or kәnhikәra are

similar in their word forms. In this way, it was found that they are request

forms.
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3.5.2 Comparison of Indirect Request

Table No. 21

Comparison of Indirect Request

DR by TNLSs DR by ENLSs

1.  hәu, hәmәr bari dәne pera nәi
lәgya diyәu.

1.  I want you not to walk in my

land.

2.  sәmәy kәihә detyәi tә? 2.  Is it all right to tell the time?

3.  Guruji, ELT pәtrika me sәhyog
kel deljau.

3.  It is better to help in ELT

journal.

4.  hәmә thesis sәčyo detyәi tә hәm
әhake әvari hetyәi.

4.  I will be grateful to you if you

correct my thesis.

5.  hәtya jyake sәman ontyәi tә
kehen hetyәi?

5. How is it if you bring goods

from the market?

6.  mәinya yi kebar kәnhikәra khoil
detyәi tә?

6.  Is it all right to open the door,

mum?

7.  hәmәr sәmansәb dekh debәi tә
hәmәra kučh hәlka mәhsus
hetyәi.

7.  I’ll feel easy if you watch my
goods.

8.  hәmәra upčar kәir detyәi tә
әpәneke gun kәhiyone bisrәtiyәi.

8.  I’ll remember forever if you
check my health.

9. әhā ke jәmin prәyog kәrlase
kono tәklip nәine hyat?

9.  Do you mind borrowing to use

your land?

Both the Tharu and English languages have their own indirect requests

with distinct markers. In Tharu, indirect request begins with different

markers i.e. hәu, hәmәr, әpәne etc. and its pattern is started in above

table, e.g. ‘әpәne ……….. kyadeljau’ whereas in English, indirect request

begins within following patterns e.g. I want you not to ………, Is it all

right …………? , Is it ok if you deliver?, etc. Thus, these patterns of

Tharu and English refer to politeness of indirect request.
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3.5 Total Request Forms of Native Speakers of Tharu

Table No. 22

Total Request Forms Used by Tharu Language Speakers

S.N. DR by TSs F %

1. kripya ……………………… 107 4.77

2. Kәnhik/ekrәti …………….. diyәu tә. 51 2.27

3. Yәu, kәnhik/ekrәti ……………… diyә tә. 71 3.16

4. …………………… diyә. 83 3.70

5. Hәu ……………….. diyә tә. 24 1.07

6. …………………. denә/diyәu 369 16.47

7. Yәu ……………….. kәtabunә. 5 0.22

8. vaiji ………………. labunә. 8 0.35

9. әhake ………………… se likhәb. 16 0.71

10. heyәu ………………… kәrunә/diyәu tә. 37 1.65

11. ……………………… diyәu ki. 11 0.49

12. yәu …………………… diyәnә/diyәunә. 126 5.62

13. …………………….. sәhyog kәru/kәir diyәu. 92 4.10

14. ………………….. diyәne. 65 2.90

15. ………………………  kәir denә. 20 0.89

16. ………………….. debәi/lya jebәi. 40 1.78

17. …………………… velәi hәu. 5 0.22

18. ……………………… әnurodh/agrәh kәrәiči. 31 1.80

19. …………………………… dәičiyәu 25 1.11

20. ……………………………. ain dihә. 20 0.89

21. ……………………………… dәhәi 22 0.98

22. daktәr sahib ……………… kәir diyә. 12 0.53

23. bәidhji ………………….. 10 0.44

24. ………………….. nәi fekәi ki. 30 1.33

25. kәnhik …………………………. piyabunә. 14 0.62
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IdR by TSs

26. …………………………. dәile sәkәičiyәi? 76 3.40

27. ……………………………. Piyathi? 3 0.13

28. ……………………….. se nik rәhtәi/hetyәi 19 0.84

29. …………………………….. deljau. 42 1.88

30. …………………………… piyәl jau. 5 0.22

31. hәu …………………….... dәhәknә. 18 0.80

32. ………………………. kholәl jya. 15 0.64

33. ………………………. khoil detyәi/tә. 27 1.20

34. ……………………….. dhәrm hetyә. 12 0.53

35. ………………………. nәi lәryo. 4 0.17

36. ……………………… tә kehen hetyәi. 33 1.47

37. …………………….. del jau ki? 13 0.58

38. ……………………. kya del jai/rәhtәi 5 0.22

39. …………………….. tә tәklip nәine. 4 0.17

40. …………………….. kono tәklip nәine hyat. 2 0.09

41. ……………………. sәhyog kәre pәrtәi 3 0.13

Out of 2240 total responses, only 281 were indirect and 1294 were direct

forms of requests used by Tharu people. There were twenty-five types of

direct requests found in the Tharu language and sixteen types of indirect

requests.
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CHAPTER FOUR

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter deals with the findings of the research along with some

recommendations for pedagogical implications.

4.1 Findings

On the basis of the analysis and interpretation of the collected data, the

major findings of the present study are summarized in the following

points:

4.1.1 Request Forms in Tharu

The request forms in Tharu are as follows:

a) kənhikərặ,ekrəti , həu , əhǎ , yəu, kripya etc are used in the

beginging of sentence while making requests in Tharu.

b) lǎbənə, diyə, diyəu, diyənə, aindihə, deljau, səkəičiyəi, piyəljau,

kholəl jyă , dhərm hetyə, deljau ki , kya deljai, etc are used as in

verbs while making requests in Tharu.

c) In totally, 57.77% of Tharu native speakers used direct requests.

d) Tharu native speakers used 12.54% indirect requests.

e) The Tharu people used 60 % direct requests among friends.

f) Fifty seven percent of Tharu speakers used direct requests among

strangers.

g) The Thrau speakers used 60 % direct requests between the students

and teachers.

h) Some utterances of Tharu do not seem to be as request forms but

they use as request forms according to their tones.
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i) The Tharu speakers used 52.5% of direct requests among

relatives.

j) The tharu speakers used 55% direct requests between customers

and shopkeepers.

k) The tharu speakers used 65% direct requests between patients and

doctors.

l) Sixty percent of the Tharu speakers used direct requests among

neighbours.

m) Educated Tharu people used more direct requests (i.e. 62.5%) than

uneducated Tharu.

4.1.2 Similarities and Differences between Request Forms in the

Tharu and English Languages

a) Both Saptaria dialect of Tharu and English have direct-indirect

request forms.

b) Both Tharu and English are different in their forms and structures.

c) The Tharu people have limited codes to use request forms but

English has many.

d) Tharu native speakers were less polite than English native

speakers.

e) Twenty five different types of direct requests and sixteen types of

requests were found in the Tharu language whereas sixteen

different types of request forms were found in English.
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4.2 Recommendations

On the basis of findings obtained from the analysis of the collected data,

the recommendations have been made as below:

a. Request forms in Saptaria dialect of Tharu are more or less

different with those of English. So, language teachers who are

teaching Tharu as a second language should be aware of this fact.

b. The main aim of this comparative study was to find out request

forms and to compare and contrast the ones of Tharu with those of

the English language. There would be no problem in the areas

where the two languages are similar but differences between the

two languages create difficulty in the target language. Therefore,

teaching should be focused on the areas of difficulty.

c. The teacher can create dialogues that require the expressions of

requests and perform them in the situations.

d. Make the students know all the requests in English and Tharu.

Then ask them to list all the polite forms of requests in these

languages which are functionally similar. And find out the requests

which are different from one to another language and make them

learn in the given situations.

e. Students can listen to what people say around them during

situations that require expression of requests.

f. Students can make note of what people say when they ask someone

to do something.

g. Learners can create the situations mentioned in the appendix I and

appendix II and make them practice in those situations. They can
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also note them how people respond to them when they encounter

such situations.

h. The learner of the Tharu language can make a list of requests from

the situations and compare with those of English.

i. Learners can watch Tharu films. They can take notes as to how

people request to each other.

j. The teacher can use a comic strip such as asking for help from

others and respond the situation in requests.

k. The teacher can create situations based on these forms of requests

and ask the students to make requests properly.

l. Text-book writers should write books that the learner can be

encouraged to use them in their conversations.

The researcher does not claim that the present study is sufficient to find

out all the request forms of the Tharu language. So, there may appear

other forms of requests as well as the arrival of different Tharu scholars

in the near future. The present study is mainly based on the data collected

from eighty Tharu native speakers of Saptari and Siraha districts.

However, the researcher has tried his best to generalize the forms of

requests in Tharu explicitly based on the collected data.

Finally, the researcher wants to request the concerned authority to take

the above mentioned recommendations into consideration. Further more,

he would like to request, the authority to carry out other researchers on

the various areas of the Tharu language.
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APPENDIX – I

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE / QUESTIONNAIRE

This interview schedule/questionnaire has been prepared in order to

accomplish a research work entitled "A Comparative Study on Request

Forms in Tharu and English". This research is being carried out under the

guidance of Ass. Lecturer, Mrs. Hima Rawal, Department of English

Education, Faculty of Education, T.U., Kirtipur, Kathmandu. It is hoped

that your kind co - operation will be a great contribution in the

accomplishment of this valuable research.

Name (gfd) : ......................................................... Sex (lnË) : .................

District (lhNnf) : .....................................

Academic Qualification (z}lIfs of]Uotf) : ...................................................

Make requests for these situations in the Tharu Language.

1. You have forgotten your library card at your room and you have to

borrow a book from the library. Ask your friend to help in that

situation. (tkfO{n] cfˆgf] k':tsfno sf8{ sf]7fdf lj;{g' eP5 / k':tsfnoaf6 lstfa

lemSg'kg]{ 5 . tkfO{n] ;fyLnfO{ To; cj:yfdf ;xof]u ug{ eGg'xf];\ .)

………………………………………………………………………

2. You are unable to move your sleeping bed alone. Ask a fellow

worker for help. (tkfO{n] ;'Tg] vf6 PSn}n] prfNg ;Sg'ePg . cfˆgf] ;fyLnfO{

;xof]usf] nflu cg'/f]w ug'{xf];\ .)

………………………………………………………………………

Researcher
Rama Nand Chaudhary

Department of English Education

T.U. Kirtipur, Kathmandu
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3. You are carrying a bundle of clothes. Ask your mother to open the

door. -tkfO{+n] w]/} n'uf nlu/fVg' ePsf] 5 < 9f]sf vf]Ng cfdfnfO{ eGg'xf];\ .

………………………………………………………………………

4. You bought many things from a shop, which you can not carry at a

time. You leave some of them in the shop and ask the shopkeeper

for a favor to take care of your goods until you come. - tkfO{n] Pp6f

k;naf6 w]/} ;dfgx? vl/b ug'{eof] h'g Ps};fy n}hfg lgs} sl7g k¥of] . s]xL

;dosf] nfuL cfˆgf] ;fdfg ;'/lIft /flvlbg k;n];+u cg'/f]w ug'{xf];\ .

……………………………………………………………………

5. You have a bad headache but you have to go shopping for essential

food stuffs for dinner. You ask your father for a favor to you.

- tkfO{sf] 6fpsf] b'Mv]sf] 5 t/ tkfO{nfO{ a]n'sLsf] vfgfsf] nfuL cfjZos ;/–;fdfg

lsGgsf] nfuL ahf/ hfg'k/]sf] 5 . cfˆgf] a'jfnfO{ ;xof]u ug{ cg''/f]w ug'{xf];\ . _

………………………………………………………………………

6. Your neighbour often throws garbage in your courtyard. Once you

saw it yourself. Ask him/her to promise not to do so in the

future.

- tkfO{+sf] l5d]sLn] k|foh;f] tkfO{+sf] sDkfp08df kmf]xf]/ kmfn]sf] tkfO{+n] k|ToIf

b]Vg'ePsf] 5 . cfˆgf] l5d]sLnfO{ kmf]xf]/ gkmfnLlbg cfu|x ug{'xf];\ ._

………………………………………………………………………

7. Someone is trespassing in your garden. You request ask him not to

do it again in the future.

- tkfO{+n] cfˆgf] ju}rfdf lx8\gsf] nfuL dgfxL ug'{ePsf] 5 t/ Pshgf ckl/lrt JolQm

Tolx ju}rfaf6 lxl8/x]sf] 5 . cab]lv To; ju}rfaf6 glxl8lbg tL ckl/lrt JolQmnfO{

cg'/f]w ug'{xf];\ . _

………………………………………………………………………

8. Your student did not turn his/her homework on the scheduled date.

Ask him/her to promise to do in the next day.

- tkfO{+sf] ljBfyL{n] ;dod} u[xsfo{ ub}{g . eljiodf ;dod} ug{ eGg'xf]; ._
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………………………………………………………………………

9. You and your friends are going to publish ELT journal. You need

help from your teachers. (ltdL / ltd|f] ;fyLx? ELT Journal k|sfzg ug{

uO/x]sf 5f}+ . cfˆgf] u'?ju{x?;Fu ;xof]usf nflu cg'/f]w ug'{xf];\ .)

………………………………………………………………………

10. You lost your watch in the bus. You need to ask time to a stranger

who is sitting near your seat. (tkfO{n] a;df cfˆgf] 38L u'dfpg' eof] . Pp6}

;L6df a;]sf] ckl/rLt ofq';Fu ;do ;f]Wg'xf];\ .)

………………………………………………………………………

11. You purchase a refrigerator from the shop. You want the

shopkeeper to deliver it to the home. (tkfO{n] lsGg'ePsf] k|mLhnfO{ 3/;Dd

k'¥ofpgsf] nflu k;n];Fu ;xof]usf] nflu cg'/f]w ug'{xf];\ .)

………………………………………………………………………

12. You felt hot in the passenger bus. Ask unfamiliar passenger to

open the window who is sitting near the window. (ofq'a;df

tkfO{nfO{ udL{ eof] . ‰ofn glhs a;]sf] ckl/rLt ofq'nfO{ ‰ofn vf]Ng cg'/f]w ug'{xf];\

.)

………………………………………………………………………

13. You lost the purse in the campus. Ask your friends to help bus fare

for returning home. ( SofDk;df k;{ x/fpg' eof] . 3/ kms{gsf] nflu a;

ef8f ;xof]u ug{ ;fyLnfO{ cg'/f]w ug'{xf];\ .)

………………………………………………………………………

14. There are many mistakes in your thesis. Ask your teacher to help

by correcting the first draft of the thesis. (tkfO{sf] ;f]wkqdf w]/} q'l6x? 5g\

. tkfO{n] tof/ kf/]sf] klxnf] 8«fˆ6 l56f] ;RofP/ ;xof]u ul/lbg'x'g cg'/f]w ug'{xf];\ .)

………………………………………………………………………

15. While you are crossing road, you meet an accident with motorbike.

Ask someone near you for a help. (af6f] sf6\b} ubf{ tkfO{sf] v'§fdf 7Ss/

lbof] / tkfO{ n8\g'eof] . tkfO{+sf] glhs}sf] s;};+u ;xof]u dfUg'xf];\ .)
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………………………………………………………………………

16. You have not enough money for the treatment. Ask your neighbour

to help. (tkfO{;Fu cfˆgf] pkrf/ ug{ kof{Kt k};fgePsf]n] l5d]sL;Fu ;xof]usf] nflu

cg'/f]w ug'{xf];\ .)

………………………………………………………………………

17. As you need permission from your father to see a new movie on

the television Ask him for permission.  (tkfO{nfO{ gofF rnlrq x]g{ hfg

dg nfusf] 5 . cfˆgf] j'af;Fu cg'dlt dfUg'xf];\ .)

………………………………………………………………………

18. You have an urgent work. Ask the chief of your office for a leave.

(tkfO{nfO cToGt h?/L sfd k/]sf] x'gfn] sfof{no k|d'vnfO{ ljbfsf] nflu cg'/f]w

ug'{xf]; .)

………………………………………………………………………

19. You bought the goods which are heavy. Ask your friend to help.

(tkfO{n] lsGg'ePsf] ;dfg uFx|'uf] 5 . ;fyLnfO{ ;xof]usf] nflu cg'/f]w ug'{xf];\ .)

………………………………………………………………………

20. You are infected by ‘cancer’. Ask the doctor to do a favor to you.

(tkfO{nfO{ SofG;/ /f]u nfu]sf] 5 . 8fS6/;Fu pkrf/sf] nflu cg'/f]w ug'{xf];\ .)

………………………………………………………………………

21. As your pen stops writing. You want to use your friend’s pen. Ask

him/his for permission. (tkfO{sf] snd n]Vbfn]Vb} ;lsof] . pxfFjf6 n]Vg

cg'dlt lng'xf];\ .)

………………………………………………………………………

22. You need neighbour’s land for your daughter’s marriage. Ask

permission with your neighbour. (cfˆgf] 5f]/Lsf] ljjfx ug{ tkfO{nfO{

l5d]sLsf] hUuf cfjZos k¥of] . cfˆgf] l5d]sL;Fu cg'dlt dfUg'xf];\ .)

………………………………………………………………………
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23. You want to invite your best friend for dinner tonight. Ask him/her

for the dinner. (a]n'sLsf] vfgf vfg cfpgsf] nflu cfˆgf] ;fyLnfO{ lglZrt ug'{xf];\

.)

………………………………………………………………………

24. You need some books which are not available in the shop. Ask

shopkeeper to promise to bring them for you. (tkfO{nfO{ s]lx lstfjx?sf]

cfjZostf 5g\ h'g k;ndf pknAw 5}g . tL k':tsx? NofOlbg dGh'/L u/fpg'xf];\ .)

………………………………………………………………………

25. There is a strike. Ask a stranger to lift by bicycle to New

Baneshwor. (rSsf hfd ePsf] x'gfn] Ps hgf ckl/rLt JolQmnfO ;fOsnåf/f

gofF jfg]Zj/;Dd k'¥ofOlbg cfu|x ug'{xf];\ .)

………………………………………………………………………

26. You are at friend’s house talking about your vacation plans. You

are thirsty. (tkfO{ cfˆgf] ;fyLsf] 3/df ljbfsf] of]hgfsf] af/]df s'/fsfgL ub}{

x'g'x'G5 . tkfO{nfO{ ltvf{ nfUof] .)

………………………………………………………………………

27. You are at elderly aunt's house. She is trying to read the newspaper

but the print is too small. What would you say to your aunt ?  (tkfO{

cfˆgf] a'9L sfsLsf] 3/df x'g'x'G5 . pxfF ;dfrf/ k9\g sf]lz; ul//fVg'ePsf] 5 t/

pxfFsf] nflu cIf/ Psbd} ;fgf] eof] . tkfO{+n] cfˆgf] sfsLnfO{ s] eGg'x'G5 <)

………………………………………………………………………

28. You are at a party and your room-mate who has recently quit

smoking, is lighting up cigarette. (tkfO{ Pp6f ef]hdf x'g'x'G5 / e/v/}

w'd|kfg 5f]8]sf] ;fyL r'/f]6 ;NsfO/x]sf] 5 .)

………………………………………………………………………

Thank you for your co-operation.
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